
AUTHORITY I.OR ADVANCE RULING
TAMILNADU ADVANCE RULING AUTHORITY

PAPJM Buildings, II Floor, No.1, Greams Road, Chennai-6
PROCEEDINGS oF THE AurHoRrrY FoR ADVANCE RULTNG u/s.98 oF THE

GOODS AND SERVICES TA)( ACT, 2OL7.

Members present are:
1. Ms. Manasa Gangotri Kata IRS., Joint Commissioner/Member,

office of the commissioner of GST & central Excise. chennai.

2. Thiru S. vijayakumar, M.Sc., Joint commissioner (cr)/Member (FAC),
OfIice of the Joint Commissioner (ST), Enforcement /

Inter-State Investigation Cell, Chennai-6.

ORDER No. 2 /AAR/2O19 DATED 21.01.2O19

GSTIN Number, if anv / User id 33AAFCR4O22HIZR
Legal Name of Applicant M/s. RmKV Fabrics Private Limited
Registered Address /Address
provided while obtaining user id

I76F,2"d Floor, 3.d Floor,
Trivandrum Road, Vannarapettai,
Palayamkottai, Tamil Nadu - 627 OO3.

Details of Application GST ARA - 001 Application Sl.No. 53
Dated 25.IO.2OIB.

Concerned Officer State : The Assistant Commissioner (ST),
Palayamkottai Assessment Circle,
Commercial Tax Building,
Reserve Line Road, Palayamkottai,
Tirunelveli - 627 OO2.

Centre : Madurai Commissionerate
Division: Tirunelveli

Nature of activity(s) (proposed
present) in respect of which
advance ruling sought

Supply of goods
Description (in Brief) Sale of Salwar/Churidar sets.

Issue/s on which advance ruling
required

Classification of Salwar/Churidar sets compressing
of three pieces sold by them and the rate applicable
for such sale.

Question(s) on which advance
ruling is required

Whether the Salwar / Churidar sets being sold by
the applicant compressing of three piece of cloth viz
Top, Bottom and Dupatta would be classifiable as
Fabrics under the relevant chapters and attract
only 5o/o GST; or they would be classifiable as
Articles of apparel and attract 5% GST if their sale
price is below Rs. 1OOO and attract l2o/o GST if their
sale price is more than Rs.1000.
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Note: Any appeal against the advance ruling order shall be filed before the

Tamilnadu State Appellate Authority for Advance Ruling, Chennai

under Sub-section (1) of Section 1OO of CGST ACT/TNGST Act 2OL7

within 3O days from the date on which the ruling sought to be appealed

against is communicated.

At the outset, we would like to make it clear that the provisions of both

the Central Goods and Senrice Tax Act and the Tamil Nadu Goods and

Senrice Tax Act are the same except for certain provisions. Therefore,

unless a mention is specifically made to such dissimilar provisions, a

reference to the Central Goods and Service Tax Act would also mean a

reference to the same provisions under the Tamil Nadu Goods and

Senrice Tax Act.

M/s. RmKV Fabrics Pvt Ltd, 176 F,2"d Floor, 3.d Floor, Trivandrum Road,

Vannarpettai, Palayamkottai, Tamilnadu 627003 (herein referred as Applicant or

RmKV) are engaged in the trading of readymade garments, fabrics and other similar

items and have their showrooms at Tirunelveli, Chennai and Coimbatore. They are

registered under GST with Registration No. 33AFCR4022HIZR.

They have preferred an Application seeking Advance Ruling on
KWhether the So'lwor / Churidhar sets, cotnprising of three

sets of Tops, Bottom and Dupatta, whether paftiallg stitched/
neck utork done, or not utould remain as fabrics under

Chapters 50r52r54r55 based on the constituent material and
attract a total 5% GST; or theg are classiJiable under

Chapters 67 to 63, therebg attracting a total of 5% if their
sale price is less than Rs.I, OOO and 12 % GS" r.;[ their sale

price is more than Rs.f, OOO'

They have applied for Advance Ruling in Form GST ARA - O1 and enclosed challan

for payment of fees of Rs 5,000/- each under sub-rule (1) of Rule 104 of CGST

Ruies and SGST Rules 2017.

2.I The Applicant has stated that one of the products being sold by them is

Salwar / Churidar Sets, comprising of three piece of cloths viz., Top, Bottom and

Dupatta. They have enclosed photographs of the subject items for reference, and

harre descritred as follows :-
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1) Both Top and Bottom not stitched- a model where no stitching has been

done and the Top is merely cut into size;

2) Top Semi-stitched and Bottom not stitched- a model where the Top is
semi-stitched, requiring further cutting and stitching to size;

3) Top stitched but bottom not stitched- a model where the Top is
completely stitched but the bottom is not stitched; and

4) Top Neck-worked; Both Top and Bottom not stitched-a model where both
the Top and Bottom are not stitched but only the neck portion is cut and
design made

They have stated that these Salwar / Churidar Sets are nothing but three
difference pieces of fabrics which has to be ultimately stitched into a complete
Salwar / Churidar Set.

2.2 The Applicant has stated that these Salwar / Churidar Sets are nothing but
pieces of fabrics cut from the lengthy fabrics and hence can be classified as
"Fabrics", based on the constituent materials. For example woven fabrics of cotton
would fall under Chapter 5208 and woven fabrics of silk under Chapter SOOZ. As
per Scheduie I to Notification 112017 Central Tax (Rate) dated 28.06.2017, such
woven fabrics attract 2.5oh CGST with equivalent rate of SGST under the SGST
Notification. Articles of apparel are classi{iable under Chapter 61, 62 and 63,
based on the fact whether they are knitted or crocheted. As per Notification No.

01/2O17-C.T.(Rate) dated 28.06.2OI7 articles of apparel fatling under Chapter
6I,62, 63 would attract a total 5% GST (2.5% CGST + 2.So/o SGST), if their sale
value is up to Rs.1000/- and if their sale value is more than Rs.1,OOO/-, they
would attract a total 12% GST (6% CGST + 6% SGST).

2.2 The Applicant has further stated that the Salwar/Churidar sets in question
comprises of three pieces of fabric and in some of the sets, certain degree of
stitching or neck work is done. These items cannot be worn as such and requires
further stitching according to the measurement of the user. They are essentially in
the form of fabric and have not attained the characteristics of an article like that of
a readymade shirt or pant. They have relied on the circular issued by the Central
Board of Excise and Customs No.557/53/2OOO dated 03.11.2OOO, wherein it is
clarified that Dhotis and Sarees are classifiable as fabrics only and stated that the
same rationale would hold good for Salwar and Churidar sets also. Also, as per
circular issued try the CBIC, No 13/13/2017 dated 27.1O.2O17,Cut pieces of
Fabrics are classifiahle under chapters 50 to 55 of Irirst Schedule to the Custorns
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Tariff Act 1975 on the basis of their constituent materials and attract a uniform

GST rate of Soh with no refund of the unutilized input tax credit. The Applicant has

stated that mere cutting and packing of fabrics into pieces of different lengths from

bundles or thans, will not change the nature of these goods and such pieces of

fabrics would continue to be classifiable under the respective heading as the fabric

and attract the 5% GST. The Applicant has sought the correct classification of

these items and applicable rate of GST.

3. The Applicant was heard in person. They stated that they sell Salwar sets

unstitched and stitched. In some cases, the fully unstitched sets will a-lso have

some work/embroidery/hemming done and \Mill not be just cut from the

bales/than by their suppliers. In other cases, the top/bottom is variously stitched

or neck done or dupatta stitched/work done, etc. They stated that Board's Circular

dated 3lIIl2OO0 and 27|IO/2O77 rnay be relevant in these cases. They also

submitted that under VAT they were treated as readymade sets/apparels of fabric.

They submitted copies of invoices where they are charging under 62163 chapter.

4. The Contentions of the Applicant were exarnined with submissions made by

them. It is seen from the photographs submitted that there are four models of

Salwar / Churidar materials

1. Both Top and Bottom not stitched: This consists of three pieces of fabrics

(Top/Bottom/Dupatta) where no stitching has been done and the pieces are merely

cut into fabrics from bales lthan
2. Top semi - stitched and bottom not stitched: This consist of bottom and

dupatta fabrics cut from bales/than and the Top has already been partially cut

into shape but requires further cutting and stitching to size

3. Top stitched but bottom not stitched: This consists of bottom and dupatta

fabrics cut from bales/than and the Top fully stitched

4. Top Neck -worked; Both Top and Bottom not stitched: This consist of bottom

and dupatta fabrics cut from bales/than and the Top has neck portion cut and

design worked into it .

In all the cases, the fabrics themselves could have some embroidery

work/hemming or embellishments on them. It is seen from the copy of invoices

submitted by them, the same is sold as 'Chudi Material'as a single quantity for the

whole set with Chapter 62.
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5.1. The issue to be decided is whether the various models of Salwar / Churidar
Sets in question, would be classifiable as Fabrics from Chapter 50 to 55 under the
relevant Chapters and attract only 5o/o rate as Tax under GST or it would be
classifiable as Articles of apparel under 6I /62 /63 and attract Soh rate as Tax under
GST, if the sale price is below Rs.1O00/- and attract l2yo rate as Tax under GST. if
the sale price is more than Rs.I,OOO/-.

5.2. Intermsofexplanation(iii) and(iv) toNotificationNo. 1/2017 -CentralTax
(Rate) dt. 28-06-2017, tariff heading, sub-heading, heading and chapter shall mean
respectively a tariff item, sub-heading, heading and chapter as specified in the First
Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and the rules for the interpretation of the
First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975, including the Section and Chapter
Notes and the General Explanatory Notes of the First Schedule shall be applied for
the interpretation and classification of goods.

5.3. We frnd that the issue of classification of 'Unstitched Salwar Suits'was taken
up by the GST Council in its 22"a Meeting held on 6th October 2OI7. The decision
of the council, as available in the minutes of the meeting is reproduced as under:

S gria | .lJo.4 : 
. 
Cla ri.tpa tio lL. ress Ld ins Unsti tch ed Sa llya r su its

53. The Joint Secretary- (TRU-I), CBEC, stated that fabrics are classified under Chapters
50 to 15 and attract ta,r at the rate of Sa/o with no refund of unutilised input tax credit. Mere
cutting and packing of fabrics into pieces of difFerent lengths from bundles andthans would
not change the nalure ofthese goods and such pieces offabrics would conrinue to be classified
under respective chapter headings as fabrics and atlract 5Vo tax. He stated that the proposal
was to clarify that unstitched srzlu,a.r suit is a labric cut frorn lumps or thans on which value
addition is done with embroidery, handwork, patchwork, etc. and that such pieces of fabrics
would continue to be classified under Chaptcrs 50 to 55 of the First Schedule to the Custorns
Tariff Act. 1975 and attract SYo rate of tax. The Council agreed to the suggestions.

On this CBIC had issued Circular No 13/ 13/2017 dated 27.IO.2O17 stating:
"Doubts haue been raised regarding the classification of Cut pieces of Fabrics under
GS?.

2. It has been represented that before becoming read.gmad.e articles or an apparel,
the fabric is cut from bundles or thans and sold in that unstitched. state. The

consumers bug these sets or pieces and get it stitched to their shape and. siz,e.
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3. Fabrics are classifiable under chapters 50 to 55 of the First Schedule to the

Customs Tariff Act, 1975 on the basis of their constituent materials and attract a

uniform GST rate of 5% tuith no refund of the unutilized input tax credit.

4. Mere antting and packing of fabics into pieces of different lengths from bundles or

thans, uill not change the nature of these goods and such pieces of fabrics would

continue to be classifiable under the respectiue heading as the fabric and attract the

5% GST rate."

Another clarification was issued vide Circular No 80l54l2O1B-GST dt 31.72.2OI8

stating:

"10. Appticabititg of GST on supplg of embroidered fabric sold in three pieces for ladg

sul/s;

10.1. Representations haue been receiued seeking clarification regarding GST rate

appticabte on supplg of embroidered fabric sold in three pieces fabric pack/ set for
Iadg suits (fabric for suit, saltuar and dupatta). It hc.s been informed that before

becoming readymade articles or an apparel, the fabric is cat from bundles or thans

and sold in that unstitched state with certain embellishment like gota etc. The

consumers bug these sefs or pieces and get it tailored uthich entails cutting of fabric

in shape and stitching thereof. Doubts haue arisen as regards applicable rates on

such three fabric pieces in sets/ packs.

10.2 Fabrics are classifiable under chapters 50 to 55 and 60 of the First Schedule to

the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 on the basis of their constituent materials and attract a

uniform GST rate of 5%. Garments and made up articles of textiles under chapters

61, 62 and 63 attract GST at the rate of 5% when ualue is upto Rs 10OO per piece

and 12% uhen the ualue exceeds Rs. I 0O0 per piece.

10.3 Eartier, uide Cirqtlar no. 13/13/2017-CGST dated 27th October 2O17, it has

been claified that mere packing of fabics into pieces of different length.s utill not

change the nature of these goods and such pieces of fabrics uould continue to be

classifiable under the respectiue heading as the fabric and attract the 5% GST rate.

This clarification utould equallg applA to three pieces of fabrics sold in a pack as

Iadies salutar suit. Ang embroidery on afabic piece or certain embellishment thereon

does not change the basic nature of their being a fabric. The chapter 63 couers

garrnent, including the unstitched garments which mag or maA not be suJficientlg

completed to be identifiable as garrnents or parts of garments. Hotueuer, heading

6307 utould not couer a fabic pieces or a set of pre-packed fabric pieces, euen if
entbroidered or embellished. Such set of fabric pieces uould attract GST at the rate of

5%o."
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From the above, it is seen that Model 1 of applicant consisting of Both Top and
Bottom not stitched i.e. three pieces of fabrics (Top/Bottom/Dupatta) where no
stitching has been done and the pieces are merely cut into fabrics from bales /than,
is merely pieces of fabric evenif they have embroidery or embellishments and as per
the ciarification above are classified under Chapters 50 to 55 of the Customs Tariff
Act depending on the textile material used.

5.4. The above clarifications is regarding pieces of fabric cut form bales/than of
different lengths put up for sale as a set, even when these fabric have some
embellishment or embroidery. Such fabrics aJter sale are cut into shape and
stitched by the customer. The remaining three models of the applicant fall under
this category where either further cutting or stitching has been done before such
sa]e. In Model 2, supplied by the Applicant, i.e. Top semi - stitched and bottom not
stitched, the Top is cut into shape but requires further cutting and stitching to
size. In Model 3 i.e. Top stitched but bottom not stitched, the Top is fully stitched.
In Model 4 i.e.Top Neck -worked Both Top and Bottom not stitched, for the Top
neck portion is cut and design worked into it. In respect of these three models, it is
required to be determined whether all these three would qualify as fabrics.

Note 7 to Section XI of Customs Tariff covering Textile & Textile Articles' of Chapter
50 to Chapter 63 states

7. For the purposes of this Section, the expression'made up" means:

(a) cut othentise than into squares or rectangles;

(b) produced in the finished state, readg for use (or merelg need"ing separation bg
cutting diuiding threads) uithout seuing or other uorking (for example, certain
dusters, totaels, table cloths, scarf squares; blankets);

(c) Cut to siz,e and with at least one heat-sealed" edge uith a uisibtg tapered. or
compressed border and the other edges treated as described in any other sub-clause
of this Note, but excluding fabrics the cttt edges of which haue been preuented, from
unrauelling bg hot cutting or bg other simple means;

(d) hemmed or uith rolled edges, or with a knotted fringe at ang of the edges, but
excluding fabrics the cut edges of tuhich haue been preuented from unrauelling bg
uhipping or bg other simple means;

(e) cut to size and hauing undergone a process of drawn thread uork;
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(f) assembled bg setuing, gumming or othenaise (other than piece goods consisting of

tuto or more lengths of identical material joined end to end and piece goods composed

of tuo or more textiles assembled in lagers, uhether or not padded);

(g) knitted or crocheted to shape, tuhether presented as separate item.s or in the fonn
of a number of items in the length.

It is seen from Note 7 (a) to Section XI of Customs Tariff that 'made up' means cut

otherwise than into squa-res or rectangles. The Top in Model 2 of the Applicant is

fabric already cut into the shape of a salwar top but is not completely stitched .This

means that this is not a fabric in square or rectangle shape and hence is a 'made

up' . The Top in Model 4 is also not a fabric in square or rectangle but has the neck

portion cut and worked on. This too would qualify as a 'made up'. It is seen from

Note 7(f) to Section XI of Customs Tariff that 'made up' means assembled by

sewing, gumming or otherwise. The top in Model 3 is fully stitched or assembled by

sewing and hence would be a'made up'. Thus, Model 2,3 and 4 is a set containing

'made up' articles of textiles for Top of salwar suit and pieces of fabrics for Bottom

and Dupatta of salwar suit.

General Rule 2 for the Interpretation of Customs Tariff states

2. (a) Ang reference in a heading to an article shall be taken to include a reference to

that article incomplete or unfinished, prouided that, as presented, the incomplete or

unfinished articles has the essential character of the complete or ftnished article. It

shall also be taken to include a reference to that article complete or finished (or falling
to be classified as complete orfi.nished by uirtue of this rule), presented unassembled

or disassembled.

It is seen that Model2, 3 and 4 have some additional cutting and stitching on the

Top made up article which is either a complete Top of salwar, in case of Model 3, or

is an unfinished Top of a salwar suit, in case of Model 2 and 4.They are also sold as

'Chudi material' by the Applicant which contains made up article of Top and fabrics

of Bottom and Dupatta. Together all three constitute an unstitched salwar suit

containing made up articles of textile. As per Rule 2 to the general Interpretative

Rules above, the incomplete articles has the essential characteristic of a made up

article of a salwar suit and are not mere pieces of fabric. Therefore, Model 2, 3 and

4 would be classifiable as a salwar suit.

Note 8 to Section XI of Customs Tariff states
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8. For the purposes of Chapters 5O to 60: (a) Chapters 50 to 55 and. 60 and., except
where the context otherutise requires, Chapters 56 to 59 d.o not applg to good.s made
up tuithin the meaning of Note 7 aboue;

From the note above it is seen that made up articles of textiles as defined in Note 7
to Section XI of Customs Tariff cannot be classified under Chapter 5O to 60 as
fabrics. Hence, Model 2,3 and 4 cannot be classified under Chapter 50 to 6O as
they are 'made up' articles of textiles.

Note 1 to Chapter 62 of Customs Tariff states

1. This Chapter applies onlg to made up articles of ang tertile fabric other than
wadding, excluding knitted or crocheted (other than those of head,ing 6212).

chapter heading 627r covers "other garments, women's or girls", states:

62I I

{:2 I I | | ${}
rif tt tf ot]
6f. l! rD{){i

f:2 ll,3?tftl

62t | 37 ${}

6alt.39{x,

6.1 I I .{:
62ll 42 t(}

62 1t'{! 9{}
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{:f I149 9O
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Dependng on the textile material, Model 2, 3 and 4 would be classilied under
various subheadings under Tariff heading of 621 1 i.e 621142 /621143 /621749.

5.5 Therefore, Model 1 salwar/chudidar sets supplied by the Applicant is
classifiable as Fabrics under Chapter 50 to 55 depending on the material. The
applicable rate of tax would be 2.5oh CGST as per applicable Sl.no (depending on
the material) in Schedule I of Notification I /2017 -Central Tax(Rate) dt. 2g.06.2OIT
as arnended and 2.5yo SGST as per applicable Sl.no (depending on the material) in
Schedule I of Notification No. II(2)/CTR/532(d-4)/2O17 vide G.O. (Ms) No. 62 dated
29-06.2017. Model 2,3 and 4 saJwar/chudidar sets supplied by the Applicant are
classifiable as made up articles under Tariff heading 62I142/62II4S/62LI47
depending on the material . The Applicablc rate of tax for such articles of szrle value
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not exceeding Rs 1000 per piece, would be 2.5o/o CGST as per Sl.no 223 in

Schedule I of Notification Il2OI7 -Central Tax(Rate) dt.28.06.2077 as amended

and 2.5oh SGST as per Sl.no 223 in Schedule I of Notification No. II(2)/CTR/532(d-

4)l2ol7 vide G.O. (Ms) No. 62 dated 29.06.2017. The Applicable rate of tax for

such articles of sale value exceeding Rs 1000 per piece, would be 6Vo CGST as per

Sl.no 77O in Schedule II of Notification Il2077 -Central Tax(Rate) dt. 28.06.2OI7

as amended and 6% SGST as per Sl.no I7O in Schedule II of Notification No.

II(2)/CTR/532(d-4)/2017 vide G.O. (Ms) No. 62 dated 29.06.2017.

6. In view of the above. we rule as under:

RULING

1. Model 1 Sa-lwar/Chudidar sets supplied by the Applicant, Both Top and

Bottom not stitched consisting of three pieces of fabrics

(Top/Bottom/Dupatta) where no stitching has been done and the pieces are

merely cut into fabrics from balesf than, is classifiable as fabric Chapter 50

to 55 depending on the material.

2. Model 2 Salwar/Chudidar sets supplied by the Applicant, Top semi -
stitched and bottom not stitched consisting of bottom and dupatta fabrics

cut from bales/than and tlle Top has already been partia-lly cut into shape

but requires further cutting and stitching to size, is classifiable as made up

articles under Tariff heading 62114216211431621149 depending on the

material.

3. Model 3 Salwar/Chudidar sets supplied by the Applicant, Top stitched but

bottom not stitched consisting of bottom and dupatta fabrics cut from

bates/than and the Top fully stitched is classifiable as made up articles

under Tariff heading 6271421621143 /621 149 depending on the material.

4. Model 4 Salwar/Chudidar sets supplied by the Applicant, Top Neck -worked,

Both Top and Bottom not stitched consisting of bottom and dupatta fabrics

cut from bales/than and the Top has neck portion cut and design worked

into it is classifiable as made up articles under Tariff heading

621742 / 621143 / 621 149 depending on the material.

5. For Model 1 Salwar/Chudidar sets supplied by the Applicant, the applicable

rate of tax would be 2.5Vo CGST as per applicable Sl.no (depending on the

matcrial) in Schedule I of Notification I|2OI7 -Central Tax(Rate) dt.

28.06.2017 as amended and 2.5"/o SGST as per applicable Sl.no (depending

on the material) in Schedule I of Notification No. II(2)lCTRl532(d-4)l2Ol7

vide G.O. (Ms) No. 62 dated29.06.2017.
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6. For Moder 2,3 and 4 Salwar/chudidar sets supplied by the Applicant, the

applicable rate of tax for such articles of sale value not exceeding Rs 1OOO

per piece, would be 2.5o/o CGST as per Sl.no 223 in Schedule I of Notilication

Il2OI7 -Central Tax(Rate) dt.28.06.2017 as amended and 2.5o/o SGST as

per Sl.no 223 in Schedule I of Notification No. II(2)/CTR/532(d-4)12017 vide

G.O. (Ms) No.62 dated 29.06.2017 and the applicable rate of tax for such

articles of Sale Value exceeding Rs 1000 per piece, would be 60/o CGST as per

Sl.no I7O in Schedule II of Notification I/2OI7 -Central Tax(Rate) dt.

28.06.2017 as amended and 60/o SGST as per Sl.no l7O in Schedule II of
Notification No. rr(2)lcrRl532(d-4)l2or7 vide c.o. (Ms) No. 62 dated

29.06.2017.

0,.t--'
y f(ee [-47,
Ms. Manasa Gangotri Kata, IRS

Member. CGST

To
M/s. RmKV Fabrics Private Limited
776F,2"d Floor, 3.d Floor,
Trivandrum Road, Vannarapettai,
Palayamkottai, Tamil Nadu - 627 OO3.

Q r. t' ty

/By SPAD/

Copy Submitted to:
1. The Additional Chief Secretary/Commissioner of Commercial Taxes, II Floor,

Ezhilagarn, Chepauk, Chennai- 5.

2. The Principal Chief Commissioner of GST & Central Excise, 26 / I,
Mahatma Gandhi Road, Nungambakkam, Chennai-600034.

Copy to:
3. The Assistant Commissioner (ST),

Palayamkottai Assessment Circle,
Commercial Tax Building,
Reserve Line Road, Palayamkottai,
Tirunelveli - 627 OO2.

4. The Commissioner of GST & C.Ex..
Madurai Commissionerate
Central Revenue Building
No.4, Lal Bahadur Shastri Road,
Bibikulam,
Madurai-625OO2

phri. S.Vijayakumar, M. Sc.,
Member (FAC), TNGST
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5. Master File/ Spare - 2.
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